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Executive Summary 
 

Grants constitute a considerable portion of a tier one university’s budget, and thus, 

participating in manifold research endeavors is essential for the economy of the university and 

obviously improve the quality of life. Any research effort begins with the proposal development 

process. This is where proposals are written by proposal writers in response to a solicitation from 

an agency in the hope of receiving funding for a specific area of research. George Mason 

University (GMU) sends approximately 1000 proposals to different government agencies each 

year. From these proposals, approximately 50% of proposals are rejected and 14% are still 

pending, of which, more than half, if not all, will be rejected. The average proposal writer at 

GMU spend approximately 21 days developing a proposal, which based on average salary, is a 

$3,864 investment, and would be a loss if the proposal does not win. With an approximate 30%-

win rate, over a year that leads to about $2.7 million in losses for the university. A lot of proposal 

losses are related to the non-technical aspects of the proposal process, such as document 

gathering, and proposal formatting. Consequently, expedition of these non-technical aspects of a 

proposal development process leads to an increase the time available to prepare the technical 

material, which means higher quality. In order to determine what approach to take that would 

reduce the time spent on the non-technical tasks in the proposal process, a stochastic simulation 

model of the proposal development process was created. Applying the different alternatives and 

combination of alternatives to the model produced reduced time results. Using these results in a 

utility and cost analysis were used in decision analysis. It is recommended a cloud-based system 

be used by both the proposal writers and the GMU Office of Sponsored programs. This cloud 

based system would have the following: (1) Database Management System, (2) Document 

Management and Collaboration System, (3) Proposal Tracking System and (4) Opportunity 

Management System. It is recommended to develop this system and is called Swiftgrant. By 

using Swiftgrant, which incorporates a combination of the proposed design alternatives, the 

system can save approximately 1.3 days from the non-technical aspects which can be used for 

technical aspects or review time. 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 
1.1.0 Context 

The grant research enterprise involves three main stakeholders, the government, 

academic institutions, and the researchers. The goal of this enterprise is to perform 

research to improve the quality of life. Two of the most notable technologies that is 

widely used now, which are the Internet and Global Positioning System (GPS), 

started out with government funded research mainly for defense purposes. These two 

technologies greatly improve how we as individuals live our lives. Vannebar Bush, 

who was once the Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, 

was the one who pushed and encouraged research past the purpose of warfare. He 

understood that “men of science should then turn to the massive task of making more 

accessible our bewildering store of knowledge… The perfection of these pacific 

instruments should be the first objective of our scientists” [6]. Vannebar Bush, after 

the war, has pushed scientists to use technology and our knowledge to ask more 

questions and find answers about the world we live in, in order to improve the quality 

of life after the war. This and the previous war brought about the expansion of 

research and involvement of academic institutions. Professors and scientists 

employed by academic institutions were encouraged to perform research for these 

purposes, obtain knowledge and improve life. Government Research and 

Development efforts grant funding to Academic Institutions and research 

professionals, who they think would best deserve the funding and could be able to 

further the research. These academic institutions receive funding to improve their 

capabilities by purchasing equipment and other resources that would help their 

researchers. The researchers, on the other hand, receive funding to perform their 

intended research. These researchers would have to write and prove to the 

government agencies that they have the best ideas and capabilities to deserve the 

funding they need by submitting research grant proposals. Their research grant 

proposals must be of good quality and must meet requirements and research goals of 

the agency. Researchers are encouraged to perform research by academic institutions 

by imposing requirements in order for them to receive tenure. 
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Grant research funding given by agencies is a type of investment on their part and 

the return on investment for them would be the desirable results of the research that 

would improve the quality of life. Since it is a form of investment, the government 

would grant the funding to those who they believe would perform well and give them 

what they expect and desire. For the researchers, on the other hand, in order to receive 

the funding and get tenure they need to invest a significant portion of their time on 

research, and writing a proposal. The goal of academic institutions and researchers is 

to get a return on their investment through grant awards, and the goal of the 

government agencies is to get a return on their investment by funding the best 

proposal they receive. 

Universities like George Mason (GMU) rely on funding from grants for research 

and other projects. These grants come from both private sectors and the government. 

US universities perform 31% of nation’s total research and the federal government 

supported 60% of that research. In 2009, the federal government provided $33 billion 

of the $55 billion that was spent by US universities on research and development. By 

2011 that number went up to $40 billion. A total of 846 schools received money but 

20% of all that money went all to 10 schools. Johns Hopkins received the most at 

$1.9 billion which was two times more than any other. These grants do not only 

benefit universities but also the researchers working on these research projects. The 

research allows them to move forward in their careers by gaining more experience in 

the field that they considered experts in.  

Grants have many definitions. In the definition most relevant to this study, grants 

are a sum of money given by an organization or a government for a particular purpose 

or public good. Professors use grants to fund research and to help advance their 

careers as a professor. There are two types of grants. A competing grant and a non-

competing grant. A competing grant is when a solicitation is released and open to 

certain professors. A non-competing grant is generally open to everyone. Anyone is 

allowed to turn in a proposal for a non-competing grant. Grants are different, 

however, from contracts. Contracts are used to procure a service for the direct benefit 

of the government. The budget in a contract is set and cannot be change, whereas in 

grants, a change in the budget can be made with the university’s approval.  
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At George Mason University, these grants are essential to professors and to the 

university itself for several reasons; a winning proposal would be given a grant so the 

research can be continued or carried out, and professors are looking to advance their 

careers at the university by achieving a tenure, this is more thoroughly explained in 

the System Stakeholders portion of this paper. Therefore, if professors are able to 

produce either more and/or better proposals then they would be able to advance their 

research and/or their careers at George Mason University and the university will be 

able to advance their research and reputation in the respective fields. It is important 

that professors are able to receive grant awards for their proposals from the 

sponsoring agencies. 

 
Figure 1. Trends in Total Research Funding in the U.S. (2010 - 2016) 
** - Latest estimates. FY 2016 is the President's request. 

Sponsoring agencies are the ones who issue the awards to universities and 

professors for their proposals, sponsoring agencies are more thoroughly explained in 

the Systems Stakeholders portion of this paper. Shown in Figure 1, is the trends in 

total research performed by the following agencies: National Institute of Health 

(NIH), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Department of 

Defense (DOD), and National Science Foundation (NSF). This chart shows the 

amount of funding distributed each year by these four agencies. These are the some of 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015** 2016**
NIH $32.927 $31.713 $31.276 $29.032 $29.525 $28.892 $29.039 

NSF $5.357 $5.430 $5.412 $5.100 $5.476 $5.562 $5.772 

NASA $1.616 $3.771 $6.104 $5.831 $5.840 $5.600 $5.656 

DOD $9.332 $8.312 $8.818 $8.055 $6.869 $7.072 $6.811 
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the larger agencies that fund research across the country. As can be seen in the graph, 

the trends in research funding are either steady or slightly declining. This implies that 

the competition for grant awards is becoming tight and it would be much harder to get 

funds for research. These agencies are important for professors. A winning proposal 

will not only support the proposed research but will help professors who are on a 

tenure-track to secure a tenure and advance their careers. The United States 

government determines how much spending will be issued for research and Figure 2 

shows the trend in government spending on grant awards. 

 
Figure 2. Grant Awards from all Government Agencies (2010 to 2015) 
Source: GMU Office of Sponsored Programs 

Every year the government spends billions of dollars on grants to fund different 

research projects across the country. Figure 2 shows the amount of money the United 

States has spent each year starting from 2010. The chart shows that the amount the 

US Government has spent on grant awards has gone down slightly, but it still ranges 

between 520 billion dollars to 630 billion dollars each year. Nonetheless, the trend of 

government spending on research still aims downward making it more difficult for 

professors to win grant awards for their respective universities and careers. Less 

funding for research means there is less money to award to proposals. Funding 

agencies have to either make more of an effort to choose more well-qualified 

proposals or make more stringent restrictions to eliminate proposals that do not 
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follow the specified formats. In each case it means that less proposals are being 

funded placing pressure on to the professors to create better proposals. 

 
Figure 3. Trends in U.S. R&D Performed by Universities (2005 - 2012) 
Source: National Patterns of R&D Resources - NCSES - US National Science Foundation (NSF) 

The NSF has been steadily increasing the amount of money they grant to 

universities from 2005, as can be seen from Figure 3. However, starting from 2011 

the trend begins to decline. This could be due to a number of reasons. It could be due 

to the fact that the government has lowered spending in research overall. This would 

cause other agencies to lower their award rates and be more stringent on which 

proposals should be awarded funding. Again, making it even more valuable for 

professors to create more effective proposals or more proposals more quickly. This 

then comes down to the proposal writing process itself. 

One of, if not, the most important step in obtaining these grants is the proposal 

writing process. This proposal is the way a university or an institution fights to obtain 

the funding that it needs, against the many other institutions doing the same. The 

proposal includes an executive summary of the project, a statement of need 

describing the importance of the project, a general description, a preliminary budget 
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are the bridge that connects research to the funding they need and allow tenure-track 

professors the step forward needed to advance their careers and reputation. 

Proposals are developed and written in response to solicitation efforts. A 

specialized solicitation method for research and development are called Broad 

Agency Announcements (BAA). BAAs are focused on scientific study and 

experimentation in lie with research and technical objectives for research and 

development. This give information on the desired research interests of the 

government. BAAs allow flexibility in the evaluation of proposals within a broad area 

of study. Proposal responses to BAAs are not compared to each other; they are 

evaluated mostly based on the fulfillment of the requirements in the BAA. 

At GMU, the researchers work with a department in order to ensure their proposal 

has all the required documents and has the proper budget allocation. This department 

is also responsible for submitting the final proposal to the sponsor. This department is 

the Office of Sponsored Programs. The OSP provides support in the proposal 

preparation and manages the proposal submission process. In order to avoid missed 

deadlines, the OSP aims to submit proposals 24 hours prior to the sponsor’s deadline. 

A Request for Assistance with Proposals (RQ103146), are submitted electronically to 

the OSP. This request includes information on the Principal Investigator (PI), faculty 

involved, and other institutions, Program Information, and what the research involves. 

The Program information contains the announcement name, sponsor name, 

application type, project budget, project start date, type of activity, type of funding, 

and whether or not it would require space in the university. Research information are 

general questions on cost sharing, equipment requirements, hazardous materials, 

animal subjects, human subjects and export controls. The request for assistance form 

is somehow an overview of what the faculty researchers are going to be doing and 

what is required of the university. 

The OSP uses Coeus. Coeus is a software that allows institutions to electronically 

create, route and submit proposals to the sponsors. It aims to simplify and make 

proposal development and grant management more efficient.  

In line with the proposal submission, the university has established a pre-proposal 

deadline. The PI must provide the OSP with the final documents at least four business 
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days prior to the sponsor’s deadline. This deadline allows the OSP to review the 

proposal before submitting it to the sponsor. In the case of large and complex 

proposals, multi-year, multi-million dollar and/or multiple subcontractors, the OSP 

should be informed months in advance. This allows the OSP to provide the PI 

maximum assistance. 

 
Figure 4. Statistics on the Average Grant Proposals Submitted (2010 - 2014) 
Source: GMU Office of Sponsored Programs 

The average number of proposals by George Mason University is shown in Figure 

4. Of all the proposals submitted by George Mason University from 2010 to 2014, 

approximately 50% of the proposal are rejected, 36% are funded and 13.36% are still 

pending. We can assume that approximately half of the proposals in the pending 

section will be rejected. This will increase the rejection portion to approximately 

57%. It can be assumed that at least half or more proposals will be rejected under the 

current process that George Mason University follows for its proposal writing 

process. With an almost 60% rejection rate of proposals at George Mason University, 

according to the data given, it is clear that a higher win rate is necessary. A higher 

win rate will allow for the university to expand their research and for tenure-track 

professors to continue their careers at the university. 
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Figure 5. Proposal Submissions by VSE 
Source: GMU Office of Sponsored Programs 

From 2010 to 2014 Figure 5 shows a depiction of the number of proposals 

submitted by the Volgenau School of Engineering at George Mason University to the 

many different agencies of the United States. The ‘others’ portion of the chart is the 

largest but is also made up of all the other smaller agencies in the United States. 

Through this, we can infer that a number of proposal writers at the VSE write 

proposals for smaller funding agencies. However, more importantly the second 

largest segment in the chart is the ‘NSF’ portion. The largest portion of proposals are 

submitted to the NSF each year making them an important agency to George Mason 

University. Since the majority of submission are sent to the NSF it makes sense for 

professors to focus their proposals on the NSF or to focus on the other agencies and 

send less to the NSF. 
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Figure 6. Funding Received From Agencies (2010 - 2014) 
Source: GMU Office of Sponsored Programs 

In Figure 6, the chart shows the amount of funding received by George Mason 

University from the varying agencies. It can be seen again that NSF shares the largest 

portion of the chart. This means that they provide the most funding for research at 

George Mason. This is in line with the data in Figure 4. Since the largest of portion of 

funding is received from the NSF, it makes the NSF an important agency to focus on 

when proposals are being submitted. 
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Figure 7. Funding Received From Agencies (2010 - 2014) 
Source: GMU Office of Sponsored Programs 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of proposals by funding amount. This chart shows 

the number of proposals that have been submitted in each category and the proportion 

of proposals that have been accepted and rejected for each category. Based on the 

chart, most of the proposals that are written are of smaller amounts ($200K) and 

relatively fewer proposals are written for larger amounts. It can be noted, however, 

that two of the four proposals of $5M to $10M value that were submitted in 2010 to 

2014 have been funded. Though a larger percentage of proposals are funded in the 

larger amounts, it is not conclusive that writing proposals for larger amounts is more 

effective because the sample size for the larger proposals is very small. It does not 

discount the possibility that writing more proposals for larger sums will win more 

funding for the university. 
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professors to either generate proposals more quickly or to generate the best possible 

proposal will allow professors to fulfill those needs. 

1.2.0 System Stakeholders 
1.2.1. Proposal Writers 

Proposal writers are the people who actually spend time doing research and 

writing the proposals. They have a lot invested in the process. The have relatively 

more responsibilities in making sure the proposal they are working on meet the 

requirements of the sponsoring agencies. They also have more to gain; in the case the 

proposal is won. The research will not only allow them to gain more experience in 

their field of expertise but also help them advance in their career at the University. At 

George Mason there are three categories for the professors working on proposals; 

tenure, tenure-track and term professors. The tenured professors are the most senior 

and have no set requirements by the university as to how much work they have to do 

on proposals. These tenured professors tend to set personal goals as to how much 

work they do towards proposals. The tenure-track professors are hired for a fixed 

term of up to three years. Tenure-track professors have requirements set forth by the 

university as to much work they must do towards proposals in order to become a 

tenured professor. Term professors are hired on contracts for a maximum of five 

years. Term professors, whose assignments focus primarily on research, also have 

requirements as to how much work they must put into proposals. Term professor also 

have to pay for their own research so they have more incentive to make sure they win 

proposals and are eventually able to become tenured. Because of this, proposal 

writers allot a portion of their time to prepare research grant proposals. Proposal 

writers, on average, spend approximately 12 hours per week on research. This time is 

used for the technical proposal writing, the project plan and the fulfillment of the 

general requirements. This time is considered as a form of investment on their part 

because of the chance of either winning or not winning the grant. The time invested 

can then be converted to a monetary value that is based on their salary. 
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1.2.2. George Mason University Office of Sponsored Programs 

The Office of Sponsored Programs is an entity in the University that regulates the 

research being done by members of the community. They are concerned with 

assisting with the proposal budget development and proposal submission. The OSP 

reviews, negotiates and executes all contracts with the University that involve 

external funding. One of their important roles is to review grant proposals to make 

sure that they are not violating federal and state laws, rules and regulations. The main 

task of the OSP is assisting in the creation of the budget for the project. They talk to 

the principle investigator and go through individual aspects of the project including 

funding for traveling, assistants, equipment among other things and come up with a 

budget that is submitted along with the proposal to the funding agency. The OSP 

makes sure that the budget follows the requirements that are set forth by the funding 

agency such as a ceiling for the budget. Along with creating the project, the OSP has 

a four-day period right before the due date for the proposal during which they review 

the proposal for formatting and other technical aspects.  After making sure the 

proposal is set to be submitted the OSP is who submits the final proposal to the 

funding agency. The main objective of the OSP remains to assist the principal 

investigator with regards to the compliance of the budget. 

1.2.3. Sponsoring Agencies 

There are many research agencies that are interested in different proposals and 

research. They are generally interested in research that have significance to their 

specific agency or foundation. They heavily invest, financially, in research that will 

help advance their cause or mission. The proposal process is significant to various 

research agencies because they set the requirements for a proper proposal to be 

submitted. A proper proposal would have the correct formatting set forth by the 

agency, would follow all the technical requirements, and would show promise in their 

research topic. Once a research agency has determined whether or not a proposal is 

worthy of an award, the proposal has then been declared a win. A winning proposal 

will be granted funding so that the research can continue to be researched. 
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1.2.4. Professional Organizations and Proposal Training Companies 

There are also proposal training companies and professional associations that 

provide information and training to proposal writers. Their function is simply to 

provide information to PI’s on aspects of the proposal process that they may not be 

familiar with and to provide networking opportunities for professionals to share 

information about the proposal process. The thought being that if a PI has a better 

understanding of how the proposal process works and how to meets its requirements 

they will increase their probability of winning. These companies are a business and 

therefore their objective is to make a profit while selling their information. These 

companies have no stake in the acceptance or rejection of the proposals other than 

potential marketing value if the PI on the proposal used their services and thought 

they contributed to the proposal being selected.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



     

1.3.0 Proposal Development Process 

 
Figure 8. High-level Proposal Development Process 



     

Figure 8 represents the general proposal development process at George Mason 

University. The beginning of the process is when the sponsoring agency sends out a 

solicitation document, or a BAA. Most of the PI’s have signed up to receive alerts 

and emails whenever there is one sent out by the agency. This is the first area that we 

see that has room for improvement. Currently the PI’s have to go through hundreds of 

emails that go out every day to try to find out that is of interest to them. There is a lot 

of time wasted and a lot of times the PI’s overlook opportunities that might suit them 

better.  

Once the PI has a topic and a solicitation to respond to, they begin working on the 

proposal. The PI has to decide if there will be need for any additional team members 

to work on the proposal. Proposals can vary from just one member to having multiple 

universities work on a joint proposal. The PI has to go through and search for 

information for the specific agency. Information such as formatting guidelines, 

required supplemental documents, and general proposal guidelines for that agency. 

There is also some requirements that are specific to each proposal that are provided in 

the solicitation. This is another area that has some issues, there is a lot of time spent 

here to try to gather the information and get the correct formatting information, time 

that could be spent elsewhere.  

The next step is for the PI to get OSP in the loop, to do this the PI has to go to the 

OSP and fill out the “Request for Assistance” form. This provides the OSP with 

general information on the proposal, information about the PI, the budget cap of the 

proposal and the due date for the proposal among other things. The OSP primarily 

helps the PI draft and prepare the budget of the proposal. The PI fills a template that 

is available from the OSP, and emails it to the OSP. The OSP then inputs information 

into the COEUS software that outputs a formal budget. COEUS is a proposal 

management software developed by MIT, it is used only by the OSP to help them 

prepare budget and manage the proposal. This budget preparation is an iterative 

process that goes back and forth between the OSP and the PI as many as ten times for 

one proposal. If the PI makes any changes to the budget he or she has to provide 

justifications for the change and resubmit to the OSP who then puts it into their 

COEUS software, which is used to create the budget. The OSP gets the budget from 
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COEUS and sends it back to the PI who then looks it over again and if more changes 

are needed the process is repeated. This is another area where we have noticed some 

issues, the time that is spent on the back and forth between the OSP and the PI is 

valuable time that can be spent elsewhere.  

During the entire time that the PI is working on the proposal the OSP also has 

some responsibilities. They have to gather the required supplemental documents, such 

as the Current and Pending. There are also various agreements and disclosure forms 

that have to be signed and routed during this time.  

Once the PI has finished working on the proposal, they submit it to the OSP for 

final review. The OSP requires a four-day period to review each proposal before it is 

submitted to the funding agency to make sure that it meets the requirements set forth 

by said fund agency so that it does not get rejected based on something other than its 

technical content. Despite the requirement of the four-day review period, about 69% 

of proposals are submitted with less than four days to review which forces the OSP to 

condense their review leading to potential oversights. After the OSP reviews the 

proposal and they have gotten all required forms signed and routed, they submit the 

complete proposal package to the funding agency for review. The funding agency 

eventually gets back to the PI with their final decision, however it often takes months 

or years for a proposal to be accepted or rejected. 

 
 
 



     

 

Figure 9. Proposal Process Swim-lane Diagram



     

 

 
Figure 10. Assignment of Grants Administrator 

The maroon highlighted part of the 

process in Figure 9 shows one of the sub 

processes in the system. The PI and the 

OSP do many things simultaneously. Once 

the OSP receives the request for assistance 

with proposal submission, the first step for 

them is to assign a grant administrator 

who will be responsible for 

communicating with the PI and will be in 

charge of the proposal. As the PI moves to 

review the scope of the proposal, the OSP 

reviews the requirements for the proposal. 

 
Figure 11. Gathering Documents 

 
Figure 12. Modifying Current and Pending 

 
 
 
 
During the process, the OSP work on gathering some of the documents required 

to be submitted along the proposal, these are the blue and green highlighted parts on 

Figure 9. The first thing that is looked at is if a Current & Pending is needed. A 
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Current & Pending is a record of what responsibilities the PI currently has and what 

projects they are still working on. This helps the OSP and PI keep track of time 

management for the PI. If the specific proposal requests a Current & Pending to be 

submitted the OSP has to get a copy of the document and send to the PI to verify if it 

is up to date. Some other documents that they need to gather include various 

agreements, and the Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form. Figure 12 shows a snapshot 

of the PI’s part in the document gathering part of the process. Once the OSP sends the 

PI their Current & Pending, the PI then reviews it to see if it is up to date, if it is not 

then they complete and update with the information required. 

 
Figure 13. Budget Review and Adjustments 

Figure 13 shows the PI and the OSP’s 

interaction while they work on the budget. It’s 

the purple the highlighted part Figure 9. The 

PI gives data for the budget to the OSP who 

then sends back a preliminary copy of the 

budget. The PI then reviews this to see if 

everything is correct, if it is then they send it 

back to the OSP after approving it. If the 

information on the budget is not correct, the 

PI then enters budget adjustments, performs 

overhead distribution adjustments and then 

performs the budget justification for the 

budget. In the budget justification the Pi has 

to justify why they are requesting the amount 

of funding they are and what it will be used 

for. This information is then sent back to the 

OSP for them to update the budget. 
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Figure 14. Routing 

Figure 14 shows the OSP and the PI sign the 

routing form. Once the form is signed by the PI 

it is sent back to the OSP who then routes the 

budget and the project description for approval 

by the dean and the department. This is the 

orange highlighted part on Figure 9. 

 

 
Based on the research and analysis, there is a significant amount of time lost on 

non-technical related tasks such as the preparation of the proposal sections, required 

bio-sketches, layout, formatting of documents, preparation of other general document 

requirements (i.e. current and pending document), and budget revisions. These tasks 

take up a percentage of time that the proposal writer could use to prepare and write 

the more important part of the proposal which is the technical proposal. 

There are three main inefficiencies and areas of the proposal process that can be 

enhanced: (1) collaboration, (2) reuse of previous materials and (3) unnecessary 

iterations and coordination problems. Collaboration, because it is not known to the 

collaborators which sections are missing or what needs to be modified, throughout the 

process. There is an opportunity to introduce a system that would allow users to work 

on the same proposal file simultaneously and also be able to track the modifications 

and progress.  
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1.4.0 Scope and Proposal Development Statistics 
For the purpose of this study, the scope will be the formal preparation period 

which starts from the request for assistance by the PI to the OSP. The reason for this 

is that each PI will have their individual ways or methods of dealing with writing 

proposals in their own time and that most of the issues and inefficiencies involve the 

tasks with the OSP. This formal process is shown in Figure 8. 

The average annual salary of a tenure-track professor is approximately 

$92,000.00. It is assumed that they work 30 weeks in a year, 5 days per week. Based 

on the data gathered from the OSP, the formal preparation duration is, on average, 21 

days. Assuming proposal writers spend approximately 50% of their work week hours 

on research, the formal preparation investment, in monetary terms, is approximately 

$6,340 per proposal. If a proposal does not win the grant, this money becomes loss on 

the part of the proposal writer.  

With the $6,340 per proposal and the data that 1,000 proposals are submitted per 

year. This makes the average annual investment on proposals $3,864,000. With the 

approximate rejection rate of 70%, the university loses $4,438,000 in investments per 

year. 
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1.5.0 Proposal Evaluation 
Sponsoring agencies follow a process and system in evaluating proposals. In order 

to win a grant, proposal writers must know how the proposals are being evaluated and 

the criteria they are evaluated against. Agencies have different criteria and processes, 

but they may also have similar patterns. 

1.5.1. National Science Foundation (NSF) 

 
Figure 15. Proposal Evaluation Process at NSF 
Source: National Science Foundation 
The proposal solicitation and review process of the NSF has three phases: Phase I 

is from the opportunity announcement until the receipt of proposals that meet the 

Grant Proposal Guidelines Requirements, Phase II involves the review of the 

technical content, and Phase III is the review of the financial implications of the 

proposal until the finalization of the award. These phases and steps are depicted in 

Figure 15. The GPG is a set of guidelines that all NSF proposals must follow, it 

includes the page allowance (i.e. not more than 15 pages for the proposal, two for 

BioSketches), required sections (ie. Data Management Section), budget requirements 

and formatting requirements. These proposal elements are checked by an automated 

compliance system, proposals that do not meet their requirements are not reviewed. 

One thing to note is that the peer reviewers are selected after the proposal has been 

submitted. This is because NSF proposals allow PIs to state reviewers that they do not 

want to be included in the review team. Another detail to note is that the budget or 

financial review is done after the recommendation is made by the Program Officer.  
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Figure 16. Merit Review Criteria for NSF 
Source: National Science Foundation 
Figure 16 is a diagram representation of the two Merit Review Criterions that 

NSF Peer Reviewers use in evaluating proposals. These are: Intellectual Merit and 

Broader Impacts of the Proposal. These two attributes are then evaluated in four 

major areas: the qualification of the individual, team or institution, creativity, 

organization and resources available to the PI to conduct activities. 
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1.5.2. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 

 
Figure 17. Solicitation and Evaluation Process at DARPA 
Source: DARPA 
The solicitation and evaluation process that DARPA has in place is different from 

NSF’s. DARPA’s review team is established before the release of the BAA. There 

reviewers are required to have at least three technical criterions to evaluate the 

proposals, they determine the if the proposal is going to be awarded the grant. The 

criteria for evaluation are announcement specific and are included in the BAA. The 

other elements that are evaluated are the compliance to the formatting requirements. 

In general, they also evaluate how advantageous the research is to the government, 

the potential contributions of the proposed work to the program are checked.  
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1.5.3. National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

 
Figure 18. Proposal Evaluation Process at NIH 
Source: National Institutes of Health 

 

 
Figure 19. NIH Proposal Evaluation Criteria 
Source: National Institutes of Health 

 
Similar to the NSF, the NIH has an automated compliance system that checks the 

proposals that are submitted for the general guidelines. There are two major levels in 

the NIH Peer Review Process, this is in accordance with section 492 of the Public 

Health Service Act. The first level, which is conducted by the Scientific Review 

Officer and Scientific Review Group (SRG) Peer Review. The SRG consists of non-

federal scientists who are experts in scientific disciplines and current research areas. 
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The SRG evaluates the proposal based on the attributes shown in Figure 18 by giving 

them a score based on a 9-point rating scale. The first level also outputs summary 

statements that is to be further reviewed in the second level by the Advisory Council 

or Board, of the specific Institute and Center. The IC Directors then evaluate the 

proposals for funding.  

1.5.4. Department of Defense (DOD) 

 
Figure 20. DOD Evaluation Criteria 
Source: Department of Defense 
The Department of Defense covers a lot of different agencies but there is a 

common set of guidelines that a lot of those agencies use to review their proposals. 

Figure 20 shows that they are divided into three sections, the cost of price evaluation, 

the technical content evaluation, and the past performance evaluation. The cost 

evaluation is simple; the agency decides if the research is worth the amount of 

funding that they are giving out. The technical content evaluation is the big evaluation 

part where the agency measures the degree to which the proposed approach meets the 

minimum performance or capability requirements through an assessment of the 

strengths, weaknesses, deficiencies, and risks of a proposal. The past performance 

sections take into consideration the PI’s past dealings with the agency and how they 

have performed on previous projects.  
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1.5.5. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

 
Figure 21. NASA Evaluation Criteria 
Source: NASA 
NASA’s evaluation criteria have four sections but two of those sections make up 

the overall score, as seen in Figure 21. The technical content of the proposal is 

allocated 70% of the overall score and that is the review of the actual proposal 

content. The experiment safety evaluation is allocated the other 30% of the overall 

score and is based on the safety of the proposed research. The outreach plan doesn’t 

have an effect on the review process directly but it is also about the safety of the 

experiment, in the outreach plan the proposal is given a safety rating which indicates 

the experiment as it is presented to be safe or unsafe for operation. The last section is 

for the administrative requirements; this section does not get a score but failure to 

meet these given requirements could result in a proposal getting a lower rank when 

compared to other proposals.  

 

 



     

1.5.6. Summary of Criteria 

Table 1. Evaluation Criteria Summary 

NSF NIH DARPA DOD NASA 
All agencies evaluate the compliance with general and administrative guidelines (i.e. formatting, page limitations, documents) before the 

review process. 
Review Team is assembled after 
proposals are submitted 

Scientific Review Group 
is created after the 
proposals are submitted 

Review Team 
is established 
before the 
BAA is 
publicized 

  

Merit Criteria: 
• Broader Impacts 
• Intellectual Merit 
• Qualification of Individual 
• Extent of activities suggest 

and explore creative, 
original or potentially 
transformative concepts 

• Well-reasoned, well 
organized plans, and based 
on a sound rationale 

• Adequacy of resources 
available to the PI to 
conduct activities 

Evaluation Criteria: 
• Overall Impact 
• Approach 
• Investigators 
• Significance 
• Environment Effects 
• Innovation 

 

Evaluation 
criteria is 
different for 
each 
solicitation 
(how 
advantageous 
the research is 
to the 
government) 
 

Technical Rating 
Evaluation: 

• Technical and 
Risk Rating 

• Technical 
Rating 

• Risk Rating 

Past Performance 
Confidence 
Assessment 

Evaluation Criteria: 
• 70% of the overall score 

goes to the Technical 
Evaluation 

• 30% of the overall score 
goes to the experiment safety 
evaluation 

o includes the outreach 
plan 

 

Budget is reviewed after the 
content is reviewed 

Two levels 
• Scored review criteria 

is created on the first 
level 

• Percentile rankings 
are created on the 
second level 

Budget is 
reviewed after 
the content is 
reviewed 

Cost or Price 
Evaluation 

 



     

 
1.5.7. Common Criteria 

Each fund agency has specific things that they require for each proposal that is 

submitted to them however many of their requirements overlap amongst the various 

fund agencies we have studied such as NIH, NASA, DARPA, DOD and NSF. Some 

of these overlap: (1) Each agency has a set of general guidelines that include 

requirements page restrictions, formatting guidelines and section requirements; (2) all 

agencies incorporate peer review processes that evaluate the technical content 

wherein certain common criterion is the same (i.e. investigator’s background, overall 

impact, significance of the study, structure and flow of the content); and (4) the 

budget review and administrative review is done towards the end. 

These criteria are what constitutes a winning proposal. However, “the proposal 

development process is a complex social process” [11]. A survey was conducted 

involving engineering proposal writers at a university and the results show that the 

following are important factors that influence the win rate of a proposal [11]: 

 

• Knowing the larger goals of funding agency and using the “magic words” the 

reviewers want to read 

• Balance of new and high quality ideas 

• Knowing people at the agency. This is emphasized as an important one. It 

allows the proposal writer to obtain information and analyze the audience 

• Following the Solicitation Requirements 

• Having enough time to edit and revise the proposal 

• The proposal writers’ and institutions reputation in the community 

• Writing the technical content of the proposal before the solicitation 
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1.6.0 Funding Money Flow 

 
Figure 22. Money Flow at George Mason University 

When the grant is awarded to the proposal, 100% of the funding does not go to the 

research effort. Figure 22 shows the flow of money at George Mason University, 50% 

goes to the research and the other 50% is distributed to different Offices and Schools. 

The funding that goes indirectly to the schools gets divided depending on how many 

PIs and Departments/Centers are involved in the research. If the research involves 

three different departments, the 10% that goes to the departments get divided into 

three. This is one aspect of the system that gets affected by revisions in the budget. It 

also shows that only 40% of the grant funding goes to the research itself and the rest 

are divided by the university indirectly.  
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1.7.0 Stakeholder Analysis 
1.7.1. Stakeholder Tensions 

 
Figure 23. Stakeholder Tension Diagram 

The four stakeholders for the proposal system at George Mason University are the 

professor’s, or principle investigators (PI), the Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP), 

the funding agencies, companies that provide training services for proposal writers 

and professional associations for proposal writers. Many of these stakeholders have 

conflicting objectives that create tensions during the process. The biggest tension 

during the process is about time allocation during the process. The PI’s want as much 

time as possible for technical proposal writing to make their proposal the best that it 

can be. At the same time the OSP wants their four-day period to review the proposals, 

more than 60% of the time the PI’s take too long writing and the OSP does not get 

their four-day period. An overall tension of the entire process is the fact that there is 

no governing body for the overall process. Since no one is accountable for the entire 

process there are deficiencies throughout that lead to conflicts. The OSP for example 

has no stake in if a proposal is accepted or rejected therefore they have less incentive 

to make sure the proposal is correct.  
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1.7.2. Stakeholder Analysis Chart 
Table 2. Stakeholder Analysis 

Stakeholder Major Goals How to Meet Goals 

Proposal 
Writers 

• Increase Competitiveness of 
Proposal 

• Increase Probability of Win 
• Produce Quality Proposals 
• Maximize the return on 

their investments on the 
proposal 

• Reduce the time delay 
between interactions 

• Minimize the time that is 
being used in evaluating the 
General and Technical 
Requirements 

• Minimize the time that is 
being used in the preparation 
of documents 

George 
Mason 
University 
Office of 
Sponsored 
Programs 

• Maximize time for review 
and approval of the 
proposal 

• Minimize the errors 
• Fulfill the requirements and 

ensure compliance of the 
proposal 

• Compliance of the 4-day 
review period 
 

• Maximize the interaction with 
proposal writer 

• Maximize the time to review 
of the proposal 

• Decrease the probability of 
oversight 

Funding 
Agencies 

• Maximize Research Utility 
• Focus on the content of the 

proposal for evaluation 
• Maximize Return on 

Investment (ROI) 

• Decrease the rejection of 
proposals due to technicalities 

PI Trainers • Provide information on 
proposal process and make 
a profit while doing so. 

• Sell information packets and 
webinars online 

 

2.0 Win-Win Analysis 
Both major stakeholders, the PI and the OSP, have goals of having more time to 

focus on their desired areas. The PIs wants to spend as much time focusing on the 

technical content of the proposal, whereas the OSP GAs want to have more time 

reviewing the proposal. Generally, the OSP GAs want to have the four days that have 

been imposed for review. For the proposal development process at George Mason 

University, a win-win would be both the PIs and GAs having the time. This is one of 

the major goals of the system, to give the stakeholders the time that they desire. 
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3.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NEED STATEMENT 
3.1.0 Problem Overview 

The proposal process at George Mason University has a number of inefficiencies 

and gaps. These inefficiencies and gaps contribute to the grant proposal win rate of 

approximately 29.8%. 

One major issue in the process is the lack of a governing body that oversees the 

whole proposal process, from beginning to end. Most of the proposal process is left 

with the PI and the OSP. No party is following the progress of the proposal, making 

sure it is on track and making sure that sponsor requirements are being met.  

Before the process even begins, the PI’s responsibility is to find the best 

solicitation that matches his areas of expertise. This is one factor that directly 

influences the win rate of the proposal. PIs must write for the right solicitation, in 

order to have a higher chance of winning the grant.  

Aside from being responsible for the technical aspect of the proposal, the PIs are 

also expected to prepare the statement of work, budget and budget justification, 

prepare or collect other administrative documents, collect or obtain third-party 

documentations (if needed), work with the Departments and Centers regarding the 

overhead distribution of funds, secure all institute commitments required for the 

proposal and work with the OSP to ensure the compliance of the proposal. On the 

other hand, the OSP GA is responsible for the compliance of the proposal, making 

sure that the proposal is following the general guidelines of the announcement or 

solicitation. The OSP GA is also responsible for assisting the PI in preparing the 

budget, route the proposal for approval and the submission of the proposal. There is 

an uneven distribution of responsibilities; this is because PIs also have other 

responsibilities in the University. PIs invest a significant amount of time on writing, 

developing and managing proposals. On the other hand, OSP GAs’ duties are only 

limited to the proposal process and they work on these proposals during their work 

hours. This issue in the current system is one of the reasons more than 60% of the 

proposals submitted do not get to comply with the internal review deadline 4-days 

prior to the proposal deadline which is supposedly allotted for OSP review.   
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In line with the uneven responsibilities is the mismatch in incentives for both 

parties. Between the OSP and the PI, the PI invests more in order to achieve the goal 

of both parties, to win the grant. In winning the grant, PIs also have more to achieve 

since research grants are essential in the advancements of their careers. GAs do not 

have incentives to win proposals, they are merely there doing their job and they are 

getting paid for it. PIs are encouraged to pursue research opportunities but there is an 

absence of resources that will aid them in winning grants. 

Another issue in the process is that no party is responsible for reviewing the 

proposal prior to submission. This review will ensure that the proposal’s structure and 

flow is coherent and appropriate for the topic and the audience it is written for. It has 

been emphasized that the OSP’s responsibility is just to ensure the compliance of the 

proposal, this implies that it is the PIs responsibility to review the proposal or consult 

a third party to review it. Another gap in the system, that is related to this, is the lack 

of transparency in the rubric on the administrative quality of the proposal that is 

warranted by the approval by the OSP. 

 
Figure 24. Budget Revision Iterations 

The main issues in the process that are evident are the inefficiencies that influence 

the utilization of time. These inefficiencies labor intensive tasks which include, but 

not limited to, the documentation preparation, budget preparation, guidelines 

compliance verification, and layout preparation. Figure 16 shows one of the 

inefficiencies in the system, which is the budget preparation. On average the PI and 
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OSP work and revise the budget as many as 10 times. These inefficiencies are also 

factors that cause the proposal to miss the internal review deadline. On average, 6.2 

days are spent on labor intensive tasks. These are days that can be used by the 

proposal writers to focus on the technical proposal or other responsibilities that they 

have.  

3.2.0 Gap Analysis 

 
Figure 25. Gap Analysis Fishbone Diagram 

Figure 25 is a Fishbone Diagram of the gap in the system and it’s causes. The 

main gap is the relatively low win rate. There are several factors that contribute to it, 

missed opportunities, mismatched incentives and the time inefficiencies that could be 

used for writing the technical paper. On average, 6.2 days are spent by proposal 

writers and OSP GAs on labor intensive tasks. This time could be used by the 

proposal writer focusing on the technical contents of the proposal which could 

contribute to the chances of them winning the grant. 
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3.3.0 Problem Statement 
Proposal writers invest time, which has a monetary value, in order to write and 

develop the best quality proposals they can to obtain funding. On average, proposal 

writers spend 20.745 ± 14.35 days. 6.2 ± 3.71 of those days are spent on labor 

intensive tasks due to inefficient use of time. In monetary terms, $6,440 are invested 

per proposal. However, only approximately 29.8% of grant proposals that are 

submitted by George Mason University receive funding.  

3.4.0 Need Statement 
There is a need to improve the processing of non-technical portion of proposals in 

order to reduce costs, avoid rework and duplicate effort, and reduce the investment 

losses. There is a need to increase collaboration, improve coordination, the reuse of 

previous materials and reduce unnecessary iterations. 
Table 3. Proposal Process Vision and Opportunities 

Vision Opportunity to Improve the 
Process 

a) Reduced time inefficiencies Reuse previous materials 

Better distribution of time among important 
tasks (i.e. more time on technical proposal 
writing) 

• General and Administrative 
Requirements Identification 

• Proposal Status Tracking 
Better distribution of responsibilities between PI 
and OSP Grants Administrator (GA) 
Eliminate Downtime  and unnecessary iterations 

b) Improved coordination between PI and GA Proper collaboration  

c) Solicitation Matching – PIs writing for the grants 
that match their experience and expertise 

Opportunity Management 
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4.0 DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 
There are different alternatives to fill or address the Gap and the Tensions in the 

system. These can be approached by optimizing the resources at the OSP, introducing 

a technology or a combination of both. The design alternatives have different effects 

on different main tasks in the process: (1) labor intensive tasks, and (2) quality related 

tasks. The alternatives will be evaluated based on the efficiency gains that they are 

expected to have on these tasks and their contribution to the probability of win. 
Table 4. Design Alternatives as Solution 

 Solution Design Alternative 
Labor 

Intensive 
Tasks 

• Reuse of previous materials 
• General and Administrative Requirements 

Identification/Templates 
• Supplementary Documents Templates 

• Database Management System 

Collaboration 
• Document Management and 

Collaboration System 

• Eliminate downtime 
• Reduce Unnecessary Iterations 

• Proposal Tracking System 
• Document Management and 

Collaboration System 

Intellectual 
Labor Matching PI’s skills and experiences with 

Solicitation • Opportunity Management 
System 

Team Building 

Labor intensive tasks involve those that ensure that the general and administrative 

requirements of the proposals are met (i.e. layout, formatting, required sections, 

budget). Quality related tasks are those that involve matching with grants, and the 

tasks that relate to the intellectual part of the proposal. 
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4.1.0 Resource Optimization 
4.1.1. Additional OSP Staff 

Hire more OSP members, enough to have a member in every department on 

campus. This is done only for two departments currently, and according to those 

departments it is very helpful to have a person that they can go to for all their needs at 

all times. The same person dealing with a PI every time, helps build a relationship 

which makes the proposal process go smoother. The OSP member also has an easier 

task in this method as once they work with a PI once they are familiar with them and 

have all their information on hand for the next proposal. With an estimated average 

salary of $49,000 per year for the OSP members, hiring one for each school would be 

costly. And some schools, such as VSE submit a lot more proposals than others and 

would need more than one OSP member working on their specific proposals.  

4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  
4.1.2.  

4.1.2. Separate Group to Assist OSP GA and PI 
Implement a system where there would be a department responsible for the whole 

proposal process. This department would be work hand in hand with the OSP and 

would mainly be responsible for the reviews of proposals. One of the biggest aspects 

of the proposals that PI’s have trouble with is the review process. A lot of the PI’s are 

not experts in the writing process, their expertise lies in their own respective technical 

fields. And a lot of them are also international, meaning English is not their first 

language which causes even more problems in the writing and review process of the 

proposal. When proposals are reviewed, the flow of the writing and the context 

affects the reviewers point of view. A proposal that is easy to read and flows from 

one section to another will get a better review than one which has broken English and 

doesn’t read well.  

This department will enforce a policy which will get fellow professors within the 

George Mason Community to make a team to review proposals in house before they 

are submitted to the funding agencies. This team will include members from different 

departments depending on the topic of the proposal and members from the English 

writing department who will be able to review that aspect of the proposal. The review 

process can be a requirement for professors, right now they are required to write a 

certain number of proposals every year, this requirement can be reduced so that the 
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professors would have time to serve on a certain number of proposal review teams 

every year. 

4.2.0 Technological Alternatives 
The stakeholders of the system have indicated that there are manual processes that 

they do which takes up time and could be used to work on the technical part of the 

proposal. Although the proposal writing process is not the same for all proposal 

writers, sections of proposals are the same for an agency and this could be taken cared 

of by setting-up a system that they could use. Another area of the proposal writing 

process that could be addressed is the mode of communication, the cloud could be 

utilized for this purpose. Proposal writers and the OSP GAs could communicate in 

real time and make comments on the document at the right part. The cloud could also 

be used for version control and document sharing to eliminate the creation of 

different files. These are to be addressed by different technological alternatives that 

utilizes the cloud. 

4.2.1. Database Management System 
A system that will act as a database or repository of proposal requirements, 

guidelines based on different agencies. This system will allow PI’s, CI’s and OSP 

members view what is necessary for the proposal they are writing. This ensures that 

all parties involved know what is required of them and what rules and guidelines they 

need to follow. This provides the users with a single location where they can find the 

said requirements when the need arises.    

4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  
4.2.2.  

4.2.2. Document Management and Collaboration System 
A cloud based system that will allow PI’s, CI’s and OSP members to work on the 

proposal together simultaneously. Users will be required to create an account to 

access the system. PIs are given the permission to grant other users access to the 

proposal they are writing. Different users will have different types of access. PIs and 

CIs will be allowed to input and make changes to the proposal itself, the OSP and the 

PIs will be allowed to input and make changes to the budget and all users will be 

allowed to upload the required documents. This alternative is tied to the Database 

Management System.  

The system will generate a template based on the funding agency the proposal is 

going to be submitted to. The template will have attributes based on the formatting 
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guidelines and page limitations that the agency has imposed, if any. This form will 

have the required sections laid out for the user as well as an area where they can 

upload the additional documents that are required. Other documents that are part of 

the proposal package are the budget and budget justification documents. These two 

documents are linked in a way that a change in the budget will also be reflected in the 

budget justification document. The users can input the content of their proposal into 

the system. The collaboration system will allow the users to edit the same document, 

make comments and send instant messages to each other. This eliminates the need for 

interaction through email. Users may be notified and updated on the changes made on 

the document. The document management system will provide for a version control 

where users may revert or view to previous versions of the document.  

4.2.3. Proposal Tracking System 
Similar to the Document Management and Collaboration System, a Proposal 

Tracking System will be tied with the Database Management System. This Proposal 

Tracking System will allow users involved with a certain proposal to view its 

progress. This progress will be measured against the fulfillment of the requirements 

based on the agency that has been selected. Users will be allowed to update the 

proposal by updating the checklist that the system shall provide. This system will 

allow the users to see what is completed, in progress or what is still missing. It also 

allows the users to have a clear understanding of their responsibilities. 

4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  
4.2.4.  

4.2.4. Opportunity Management System 
This alternative takes care of the initial step or front-end section of the proposal 

process. It addresses the quality of the proposal by ensuring that the proposal writer is 

writing for a grant that matches his capabilities, experience and areas of expertise. 

This system eliminates the tedious process that some proposal writers go through in 

finding a grant. The system will filter through new opportunities based on the user’s 

profile or past experience. It may also create a capabilities matrix for the said grant 

which allows users to track or see proposal writers who are in the same field. This 

gives them an opportunity to create a team for the proposal. 
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4.2.5. Summary of Alternatives 
Table 5 shows a summary of the design alternatives. 

Table 5. Design Alternatives 
Alternative Alternative Name 

A Additional OSP GAs 
B New Support Group  
C Database Management System 
D Document Management and Collaboration System 
E Proposal Tracking System 
F Opportunity Management System 

 

5.0 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
5.1.0 Mission Requirements 

No. Requirement 

MR.1.0 The system shall automate the manual tasks of the proposal 
writing process 

MR.2.0 The system shall increase the utilization of time allotted for 
the technical proposal. 

MR.3.0 The system shall increase the proposals complying with the 
4-day OSP review period by 10%. 

MR.4.0 The system shall eliminate or reduce the average time spent 
on budget preparation by 25%. 

MR.5.0 The system shall eliminate or reduce the time spent on Labor 
Intensive Tasks by 20%  

 
5.2.0 Functional Requirements 
No. Requirement 

FR.1.0 Dashboard Requirement The system shall provide a dashboard interface. 
FR.2.0 Template Requirement The system shall provide for proposal templates. 
FR.3.0 Checklist of Requirement The system shall be able to provide a list of the 

components of the selected proposal. 
FR.4.0 Progress Requirement The system shall track the progress of the fulfillment of 

proposal requirements. 
FR.5.0 Collaboration 

Requirement 
The system shall allow multiple users to access, edit and 
monitor the proposal. 

FR.6.0 Formatting Requirement The system shall format the document automatically 
based on the type of proposal selected. 

FR.7.0 Document Management 
Requirement 

The system shall provide space for the proposal 
package. 

FR.8.0 Opportunity Management 
Requirement 

The system shall allow users to match their 
qualifications to available opportunities. 

FR.9.0 Security Requirement The system shall provide for a safe workspace for the PI 
and the GA. 
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FR.10.0 Database Requirement The system shall provide for a database of different 
content. 

FR.11.0 Compatibility 
Requirement 

The system shall be compatible with different document 
and browser formats. 

 
Template Requirements 
FR.2.1 The system shall provide for different agency proposal 

templates 
FR.2.2 The system shall retrieve general agency requirements from 

database 
FR.2.3 The system shall provide technical proposal templates per agency 
FR.2.4 The system shall provide a budget template 
FR.2.5 The system shall provide guidelines per section of the template 
 
Checklist Requirements 
FR.3.1 The system shall retrieve general agency requirements from 

database 
FR.3.2 The system shall provide a checklist of general agency requirements 
FR.3.3 The system shall scan the proposal for fulfilled requirements 
FR.3.4 The system shall provide an overview of the fulfilled checklist 

components 
 
Progress Requirements  
FR.4.1 The system shall scan the proposal 
FR.4.2 The system shall match the proposal contents with requirements 
FR.4.3 The system shall provide the completed components of the proposal 
FR.4.4 The system shall provide the pending components of the proposal 
 
Collaboration Requirements 
FR.5.1 The system shall grant viewing access to appropriate users 
FR.5.2 The system shall grant editing access to appropriate users 
FR.5.3 The system shall allow multiple users to access the same proposal 

file 
FR.5.4 The system shall provide for document version control 
FR.5.5 The system shall update users of changes in proposal 
FR.5.6 The system shall allow users to communicate with other users in 

real time 
FR.5.7 The system shall allow users to comment on the proposal 
 
Opportunity Management Requirements 
FR.7.1 The system shall retrieve new solicitations 
FR.7.2 The system shall allow users to select topic preferences 
FR.7.3 The system shall match users with new solicitations 
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Database Requirements 
FR.10.1 The system shall provide for a database of agency requirements 
FR.10.2 The system shall provide for a database of proposals 
FR.10.3 The system shall provide for a database of users accounts 
 

5.3.0 Design Requirements 
The table below shows the design requirements for the technological alternatives. 

No. Requirement 
DR.1.0 Homepage Requirement The system shall have a homepage that will provide 

access to system functions. 
DR.2.0 Design Requirement The system shall output documents in pdf and word. 
DR.3.0 Security Requirements The system shall provide security for the user. 

The system shall incorporate appropriate encryption. 
DR.4.0 Compatibility Requirement The system shall be compatible with widely used 

web browsers. 
DR.5.0 Error Requirements The system shall provide for error correction via an 

undo button. 
 

5.4.0 Simulation Requirements 
5.4.1. Simulation Objectives 

The simulation of the proposal process will determine the issues that arise due to 

time constraints and will be used to determine where, in the system, time changes will 

improve or not improve the overall process. This will determine the usefulness of the 

simulation to the design of the proposal development system by outputting the time 

spent for the different sub-processes within the system. The objective behind the 

simulation is to evaluate the different design alternatives in order to determine which 

alternative or combination of alternatives would best benefit the stakeholders. 

5.4.2. Simulation Requirements 
No. Requirement 

SR 1.0 The simulation shall take in input of a blank proposal for a solicitation. 
SR 2.0 The simulation shall assign parameters to the input that will affect the results. 
SR 3.0 The simulation shall identify bottlenecks in the system. 
SR 4.0 The simulation shall be run with 1000 replications. 
SR 5.0 The simulation shall be run with a duration based on the parameters of the input. 
SR 6.0 The simulation shall output time spent on the different sub processes in the system. 



     

6.0 SYSTEM CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
6.1.0 System Design 

 
Figure 26. System Interactions 

Figure 26 is a functional diagram of how the system will work. In the center you have the main SwiftGrant system 

which houses the 4 different technology related alternatives. These alternatives include Database Management System, 

Document Management and Collaboration System, Proposal Tracking System, and Opportunity Management System. 

These alternatives are explained in more detail in the design alternatives portion of this report. 
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On the left side, the PI concept and/or solicitation will enter the system. As the concept or solicitation enters the 

system, the different alternatives, within the system, will work in cohesion to facilitate the proposal. The different systems 

within the overall systems are connected to the appropriate databases at the bottom.  

The Database Management System will link to all the databases in order to keep track of all the templates, previous 

works, and other users. The Document Management and Collaboration System will connect to the template database to 

generate the proper templates according to the specific agency the proposal is being created, and it will also be connected 

to the user database to access the different users of the proposals. The proposal tracking system will link to the proposal 

and budget database. This will allow the system to be updated with the items that have been completed with the proposal 

the items that have not. Finally, the Opportunity Management System will link to the user database to access previous users 

and match previous team members with future proposals. 

At the top of the system there are different parts of the system items that allow user to interact with the system. These 

items include the proposal dashboard, proposal tracking dashboard, document template, biosketch template, budget and 

budget justification. Once the proposal is complete, the final output of the system is an audit compliance and the final 

proposal package. This will then be sent in for final submission to the appropriate agency.  
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6.2.0 IDEF0s 

 
Figure 27. External Systems Diagram 

Figure 27 shows the external systems that interact during the proposal process. The main trigger for the whole system is 

a need for research which is translated into a solicitation that prompts the Principal Investigator to write a proposal. The 

five different systems/users; Sponsoring Agencies, Office of Sponsored Programs, the Principle and Co investigators, and 

the proposed Proposal Development system each have their own specific functions. They provide solicitations, provide 

proposal development assistance, develop proposal, write proposal contributions, and provide proposal development tool 

respectively.  
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Figure 28. Proposal Development System 

Figure 28, on the other hand, is the decomposed F.0 from Figure 25. This represents the main functions of the proposed 

system: Generate Proposal, provide a Database, Provide for User Account Creation, Allow Collaboration and Match 

Solicitations. These main functions can be traced to the functional requirements.  
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Figure 29. Document Management System 

 
 Figure 29 shows the document management system, this subsystem allows the user to manage documents for the 

proposal including the proposal itself and the supporting documents that are needed.  
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Figure 30. Proposal Tracking System 

Figure 30 shows the proposal tracking system, this generates the checklist for the user which updates whenever changes 

are made. 
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Figure 31. User Management System 

Figure 31 shows the user management system, this allows various users to create profiles and allows different access 

capabilities for different accounts. 
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Figure 32. Decomposed Collaboration System 

Figure 32 shows the decomposed collaboration system, this allows the users to communicate with each other in the 

system and to leave comments and make edits on the proposal itself. 
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Figure 33. Opportunity Management System 

Figure 30 shows the opportunity management system, this system captures incoming solicitations from the agencies, 

filters them and matches to the user profiles created in the user database system



     

6.3.0 System Wireframes 
This section shows the proposed physical design of the system, represented by 

wireframes. 

 
Figure 34. Dashboard 

These wireframes are a low-level prototype of the system and depict what the 

system might look like if the system were to be created. Figure 34 depicts the main 

dashboard of the Swiftgrant tool. Once a user is logged in to the Swiftgrant system, 

they are prompted with this dashboard.  

At the top of the screen are the different navigation tabs that allow a user to travel 

to the different parts of the system as needed. On the right of the navigation tabs, 

there is a search bar to search for a specific portion of the proposal, a dropdown menu 

that allows a user to switch to a different proposal, and finally a login/ logout tab with 

the matching user name.  

On the left portion of the screen just below the menu tab, you have the 

corresponding proposal details. These details include the agency in which the 

proposal is being submitted, the solicitation with corresponding link, deadline, 
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principal investigator name and email link, grant administrator name and email link, 

and other collaborators with name and email. 

In the center portion of the screen you have the title of the proposal being worked 

on. Below the title of the solicitation are reminders. These reminders include deadline 

reminders and also reminders the principal investigator, collaborators, or grant 

administrators have set. Below the reminders box are the various notifications of any 

updates or comments. The system will also keep track of the members that made the 

changes to keep full traceability and history of the proposal. 

On the right most portion of the screen is the proposal tracking system. At the top 

of the right most portion is a progress bar of the proposal and visual representation of 

how much work is being completed at a time. Below progress bar is a checklist of the 

things that have already been completed, which are checked off, and what still need to 

be completed, which are not. 
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Figure 35. Proposal Template 

Figure 35 depicts what the system would look like as a user creates the content of 

the proposal. The navigation tabs at the top remain as well as the search bar, proposal 

list, login/ logout tab always allowing the user to maintain the ability to travel to other 

portions of the system and also other proposals. The proposal details on the left-hand 

side and the title in the center also remain so the user can keep track of important 

details.  

In the center just below the proposal title, there are tabs that link to different parts 

of the proposal. These tabs include, an entry view, document view, budget, budget 

justification, and attachments. The current tab that is selected is the entry view and it 

can be seen that there are different content boxes of the proposal. In these boxes, a 

user can fill out the appropriate parts of the proposal, as setup by the agency or 

principal investigator. Once all the sections are filled out the final document is 

formatted automatically according to the agency requirements. As content is being 

created, collaborators and the grant administrators can make comments 

instantaneously, as can be seen by the yellow dialog box. The principal investigator 
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can then make the necessary changes. 

 
Figure 36. Budget 

Figure 36 is a screenshot of how the system would look as the budget of the 

proposal is being prepared. Again the navigation tabs and proposal details remain 

allowing the user to keep important information and navigate to different portions of 

the system.  

In the budget portion of the proposal, the user is shown a table of the different 

expenses. The expenses needed are filled in by the principal investigator as the user 

sees fit. A grant administrator also has access to the budget so they are able to make 

corrections or recommendations as necessary. This will allow for the budget to be 

updated almost instantly and as needed to eliminate the idle time between iterations. 

Once the budget is complete in this table it is translated to the budget justification 

automatically. Any future changes to the budget will also change with the 

corresponding budget justification making budget preparation more simplified. 
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7.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
7.1.0 Design of Experiment 

In order to analyze and determine the bottlenecks in the system, the current 

proposal process at George Mason University will be simulated. Further simulation 

will then be done with the proposed system in place. The results of this simulation 

will be used as an input in a mathematical model. The system will be simulated based 

on the scenarios shown in Table 6, which shows the different treatments or 

combination of alternatives. The results of the simulation will then be used in the 

utility analysis. The utility results are then going to be compared with the costs of 

each deployment method. 
Table 6. Design of Experiment Combinations 

Treatment Configuration 
Alternatives 

A B C D E F 
1 Baseline       
2 A x      
3 A, C x  x    
4 A, C, D x  x x   
5 A, C, D, E x  x x x  
6 A, C, D, E, F x  x x x x 
7 A, F x     x 
8 C, D   x x   
9 C, D, E   x x x  
10 C, D, E, F   x x x x 
11 C, E    x x  
12 F      x 
13 B  x     
14 B, C  x x    
15 B, C, D  x x x   
16 B, C, D, E  x x x x  
17 B, C, D, E, F  x x x x x 
18 B, F  x    x 

A mathematical model that represents a proposal win rate will be generated. The 

model will incorporate the simulation and the properties of a proposal. The properties 

will be based on the common evaluation criteria: (1) PI qualifications, (2) PI past 

performance, (3) budget information, (4) general requirements fulfillment and (5) 
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review time. These criteria will be given weights and the values for the parameters 

will be based historical data. A cost and utility analysis were then performed in order 

to determine the best alternative or combination of alternatives.  

7.2.0 SYSTEM SIMULATION  
7.2.1. Model Assumptions 

The simulation will focus solely on the formal preparation portion of the process 

that involves manual labor intensive tasks. This is because the behavior of PIs as 

individuals cannot be controlled since each one of them has a different method of 

preparing their proposals due to their other responsibilities in their day-to-day work. 

However, OSP interactions and OSP actions can be streamlined since their day-to-day 

actions in the system are their only roles in the University.  

Those processes that are not effected will be provided a certain distribution, based 

on interviews or engineering estimates, and will be left unchanged between 

simulation runs. The sub processes that will be manipulated between runs include the 

budget preparation, document collection, document routing and the review. These are 

the sub processes that our proposed system will be able to change by making them 

more efficient and ultimately reducing the time required to complete them.  

7.2.2. Proposal Process Model 
The simulation model will be performed using Colored Petri Nets (CPN) Tools. 

The model will be created based on the already developed swim lane diagram that 

depicts all the individual processes involved in the overall proposal process. The 

input for the simulation will be a proposal to be written for a solicitation. A 

solicitation will have an arrival rate and two major time characteristics, preparation 

period and review period. 
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Arrival Rate 

Distribution: Uniform      
Expression: UNIF(992, 1170) 

  
Preparation Period 

Distribution: Weibull 
Expression: -0.001 + WEIB(20.8, 1.03) 

Review Period 
Distribution: Weibull 

Expression: -0.5 + WEIB(3.74, 0.914) 
 

 The system has approximately 13 sub-processes, five of these processes involve 

the OSP: (1) Request for Assistance, (2) Budget Preparation, (3) Document Gathering 

(Current & Pending, Conflict of Interest, Administrative Documents), (4) Compliance 

Review, (5) Routing. 

The time spent for the critical processes were estimated using the following 

percentages (there percentages were applied to the preparation period distribution):  

Tasks Percentage of Preparation Period 
Technical Proposal Writing 70% 
Budget Preparation 15% 
Document Gathering 10% 
Formatting and General Req 5% 



     

Figure 37. CPN Model of the Proposal Process 



     

7.2.3. Baseline Simulation and Model Verification 
As shown in the snap shot of the baseline simulation in Figure 38, the process 

starts with the arrival of a solicitation or a blank proposal. The arrival rate was 

calculated using the data received from the Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP). 

From there it is first checked to see if the incoming solicitation is a Limited 

Submission or not. To process this, every incoming solicitation is assigned a 1% of 

being a limited submission since it is a rare occurrence. If it is processed as a limited 

submission it then goes through a separate process where it gets an added delay time, 

if not then it moves to the next sub process where it is assigned to a grant 

administrator. After this the proposal is split into two different sections, one side is 

the OSP and the other side is the Principle investigator or the PI.  

The PI begins to work on the proposal and this process was given a separate 

distribution that was also calculated from the data received from the OSP, after the 

prep time the PI does the formatting and document gathering, both of which also have 

separate distributions. The OSP during this time works on compliance checks and 

their own document gathering. After these steps the OSP and the PI collaborate to 

work on the budget. Through the research performed, it was discovered that the 

budget is a repetitive process so to address that, a loop was incorporated that first 

generates a random number between 1 and 10 and goes through the budget loop that 

number of times.  

After the budget the OSP gets the final copy of the proposal and gets to review it. 

The OSP requires 4 days to review each proposal, but it doesn’t always happen. This 

sub process shows how many of the proposals actually make the 4-day period that is 

requested. After the review time for the OSP, the proposal is submitted. 

In order to validate the model, it was run representing the current process and 

system in place. The data retrieved through this baseline run was compared with the 

data obtained from the OSP. The baseline model was run for a 1000 time units in 

CPN tools, this led to a total of 113 proposals being created and 109 of them actually 

submitted. Some preliminary results were obtained which corroborated the initial 

predictions based on the OSP data. The average time that the proposal spent in the 

whole system was 19.78 days, the average time from the OSP data was around 21. 
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The time spent by a PI writing the actual technical content of the proposal was found 

to be approximately 13.94 days. The PI spent approximately 0.98 days on the 

formatting and general requirements for the proposal, and roughly 1.95 days on the 

document gathering sub process. The OSP and PI spent almost 3 days on the budget 

preparation which included the loops generated randomly. And the simulation results 

showed that the OSP had an average of 3.64 days to review the proposals, even 

though they require 4 days for that task. Another key statistic obtained was that only 

36% of the total proposals met OSP’s 4-day internal deadline, which validated the 

original prediction. 

A two-sample t-test was performed in order to validate the simulation model. The 

mean of the total preparation time result of the simulation (t2) was compared with the 

mean of the raw data obtained from the OSP (t1).  

H0: No statistical significant difference in mean 
HA: Statistical significant difference in mean 

	 Two-sample T for t1 vs t2 
	 Difference = µ (t1) - µ (t2) 
	 Estimate for difference:  0.35 
	 95% CI for difference:  (-2.11, 2.80) 
	 T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 0.28  P-Value = 0.783  

 
Results show that at 95% CI, there is no statistical significant difference in mean. 

This validates the simulation model. The time allocations involved were obtained 

from estimates, no exact raw data can be compared with the results of the simulation. 
Table 7. Baseline Results 

Sub-Processes Mean Duration 
(Days) 

Stdev 

Total Preparation Time 20.745  14.35 
Writing Time 14.557 13.306 
Formatting/General Req. Time 1.033 0.990 
Budget Preparation Time 3.091 2.982 
Document Gathering Time 2.076 1.976 
OSP Review Time 3.445 4.29 
Internal OSP Deadline Reached 36%  
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7.2.4. Scenario Simulation 
The simulation was run for each design of experiment treatment in order to 

determine the effects of the system. These were run with the estimated efficiency 

improvements. The estimated efficiency improvements were estimated based on the 

expected effects the system will have on the current process. Table 4 shows the 

improvements in labor intensive tasks and quality related tasks that were applied to 

the simulation. 
Table 8. Efficiency Improvements in the System 

Alternative Efficiency Gain 
Labor Intensive Tasks Quality Related Tasks 

A -10%   
B -10%   
C -10% +5% 
D -20% +5% 
E -15% +5% 
F   +20% 

These efficiency gains were estimated based on interviews with various 

professors, and the Office of Sponsored Programs at George Mason University. For 

each treatment, the efficiency gains for the combination of alternatives were applied 

to the simulation and the results were observed. For example, for alternative E, the 

proposal tracking system, the efficiency gain of 15% was divided between the budget 

preparation time and the document gathering time. The budget time was reduced by 

10% and the document gathering time was reduced by 5% for that particular 

alternative. An illustration of this is shown below. 

Example: 
Alternative E: Proposal Tracking System 
Budget Time reduced by 10% 
0.9*(0.15*(Weibull(20.8,1.05))) 
Document Gathering reduced by 5% 
0.95*(0.1(Weibull(20.8,1.05))) 
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7.3.0 UTILITY ANALYSIS 
In order to determine which alternative or combination of alternatives should be 

implemented, a utility analysis is conducted using the results of the simulation. Utility 

analysis has six different attributes shown in Figure 37. 

 
Figure 38. System Value Hierarchy 

The usability of a software "is measured by how easily and how effectively it can 

be used by a specific set of users, given particular kinds of support, to carry out a 

defined set of tasks, in a defined set of environments"[Shackel, 1981]. The system’s 

usability is characterized using ISO/IEC 25010:2011. It is defined as a quality 

measure that refers to the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.  According to 

ISO/EIC 25010:2011, usability consists of: appropriateness, recognizably, 

learnability, operability, user error protection, user interface aesthetics and 

accessibility. Usability also considers the support the users get from the provider of 

the system.  

Security, on the other hand, will be defined in this context as the assurance of the 

safety of the data to be entered in the system. It is understood that the system will 

contain sensitive and confidential information of the users. Security in this system 

refers to its ability to keep the data safe. 

Labor intensive tasks refer to the tasks mostly associated with the general and 

administrative guidelines and requirements needed to be met by a proposal (i.e. 

formatting, layout, determining required supplementary documents). Decision making 

tasks, on the other hand, involve budget preparation and revisions. Quality related 

tasks, on the other hand, involve the reviewing the proposal ensuring the proper 

structure and flow of the content. Under the probability of win, solicitation matching 

and OSP Review are also considered. Solicitation Matching refers to how well will 
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the system be able to match the users with the available solicitations that they can 

write for. Whereas OSP Review refers to the time that is spent by the OSP to review 

the proposal. 

The system’s main goal is to improve the proposal process in order to increase the 

win rate and probability of win of proposals. Aside from the efficiency 

improvements, these are also important in looking at the value that the system will 

provide. It has been established that the two contributions that the system can make in 

increasing the win rate is ensuring that the proposal writers are writing for the grant 

that matches their skills and the quality of the proposal. These cover the intellectual 

related tasks of the system. However, since the proposal quality is already addressed 

in the efficiency improvements it will not be counted as a part of this for utility 

analysis. 

The weights of the attributes were determined using the AHP Method. Table 9 

and Table 10 show the AHP Charts used in determining the weights. 
Table 9. AHP Chart for Performance Weights 

 Labor Intensive 
Tasks 

Quality Related 
Tasks 

Solicitation 
Matching 

Labor Intensive 
Tasks 1 1/4 3 

Quality Related 
Tasks 4 1 3 

Solicitation 
Matching 1/3 1/3 1 

 
Table 10. AHP Chart for Overall Weights 

 Compliance Maintainability Performance Reliability Security Usability 
Compliance 1 2 1/3 2 2 2 

Maintainability 1/2 1 1/4 1 1/3 1 
Performance 3 4 1 4 3 4 
Reliability 1/2 1 1/4 1 1/3 1 
Security 1/2 3 1/3 3 1 3 
Usability 1/2 1 1/4 1 1/3 1 
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8.0 Results 
8.1.0 Simulation Results 

Each design alternative was applied to the simulation in order to see the effects 

they had on the process, results are shown in Figure 38. 

 

 
Figure 39. Time Saved on Labor Intensive Tasks per alternative 

For all six alternatives, only alternatives D and E had individual positive effects 

on the efficiency of labor intensive tasks. Figure 38 shows that alternative D, the 

document management and collaboration system, saved approximately 0.623 days or 

15 hours on labor intensive tasks. On the other hand, alternative E saves approximately 

0.053 days or one and a half hours. The rest of the alternatives, show that they 

individually have no positive effect on the efficiency of labor intensive tasks. 
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Figure 40. Baseline vs Alternatives (Labor Intensive Tasks) 

The distribution of the time spent on labor intensive tasks for all the alternatives 

and the baseline are shown in Figure 39. It can be observed from the figure that 

Alternative D has the narrowest distribution and highest density at lower data points. 

This is in line with Figure 38, Alternative D has the highest time saved.  

In order to fully conclude and verify the statistical significance of the saved time, 

a two-sample t-test was conducted on the mean time spent on labor intensive tasks of 

both the baseline and Alternative D.  

H0: µ (Baseline) = µ (Alternative D) 

HA: µ (Baseline) > µ (Alternative D) 

Two-sample T for Baseline vs Alternative D 
Difference = µ (Baseline) - µ (Alternative D) 
Estimate for difference:  0.620 
90% lower bound for difference:  0.056 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.42 P-Value = 0.080 

 

Results show that at 90% CI, there is a statistical significance in the mean of the 

time spent on labor intensive tasks for the Baseline and Alternative D. At 90% CI, the 

null hypothesis can be rejected and it can be said that the mean time spent on labor 

intensive tasks for the Baseline is greater than the mean time spent on labor intensive 

tasks with Alternative D. This is evidence to the inference that Alternative D was able 

to save time. 



     

Table 11. Treatment Results 

Treatment Total 
Time ! 

Quality Labor Intensive Tasks Compliance % 
deadline 

Writing 
Time ! Formatting 

Time ! Doc 
Gathering ! Budget 

Preparation ! 
% 

Decrease 
(Increase) 

Total 
Labor 

Intensive 
Tasks 

% 
Decrease 
(Increase) 

OSP 
Review 
Time 

!  

Baseline 21.72 14.36 14.55 13.31 1.033 0.99 2.08 1.98 3.09 2.98   6.203   3.45 4.29 31 
3 23.09 12.93 13.82 12.73 0.89 0.81 1.99 1.83 3.59 3.1 -16.18% 6.47 -4.30% 3.7 4.16 35 
4 22.45 12.21 14.86 12.74 0.83 0.76 1.86 1.73 2.93 2.51 5.18% 5.62 9.40% 3.27 3.75 30 
5 20.77 12.09 13.61 12.07 1.12 0.89 1.9 1.78 2.29 2.38 25.89% 5.31 14.40% 3.15 3.64 35 
6 20.77 12.03 13.61 12.07 1.13 0.89 1.9 1.78 2.29 2.38 25.89% 5.05 18.59% 4.37 3.64 35 
7 23.34 11.98 12.24 10.11 0.99 0.86 2.14 2.02 3.71 3.09 -20.06% 5.97 3.76% 3.31 4.83 40 
8 22.49 12.21 14.86 12.74 0.83 0.76 1.86 1.72 2.93 2.51 5.18% 5.62 9.40% 3.09 3.76 32 
9 21.09 11.78 12.86 11.21 1.04 0.99 1.98 1.92 2.61 2.46 15.53% 5.63 9.24% 3.09 3.17 30 

10 22.75 15.81 18.29 15.56 0.94 1.08 1.86 1.65 2.07 2.04 33.01% 4.87 21.49% 4.45 3.62 29 
11 23.89 12.85 13.69 12.36 0.9 0.92 1.88 1.83 2.77 2.32 10.36% 5.55 10.53% 3.99 4.56 44 
12 24.16 15.81 14.79 15.56 1.01 1.08 2.13 1.65 3.39 2.04 -9.71% 6.53 -5.27% 4.08 3.62 31 
13 21.39 9.7 11.04 9.07 1.12 1.06 2.1 1.87 3.49 3.17 -12.94% 6.71 -8.17% 3.59 4 40 
14 21.11 10.1 11.57 10.68 0.95 0.89 1.87 1.82 3.74 2.66 -21.04% 6.56 -5.76% 4.04 4.25 37 
15 21.73 12.96 12.51 10.29 0.95 0.85 1.55 1.21 3.01 2.68 2.59% 5.51 11.17% 3.99 4.49 38 
16 20.94 11.14 12.74 11.52 0.89 0.9 1.49 1.45 2.5 1.95 19.09% 4.88 21.33% 3.89 4.55 35 
17 20.94 11.14 12.74 11.52 0.89 0.9 1.49 1.45 2.5 1.95 19.09% 4.88 21.33% 3.89 4.55 35 
18 21.39 9.7 11.04 9.07 1.12 1.06 2.1 1.87 3.49 3.17 -12.94% 6.71 -8.17% 3.59 4 40 

 
Results of simulation with the treatments are shown on Table 11. It can be noted that majority of the treatments decreased the time 

spent on labor intensive tasks. However, only Treatments 10, 16 and 17 met the mission requirement of decrease in labor intensive tasks by at 

least 20%. The largest decrease is 21.49% with Treatment 10.  Treatment 10 also meets the requirement of a decrease in the time spent on 

budget preparation. Treatment 10 decreased it by 33.01%. 



     

 
Figure 41. Time Saved on Labor Intensive Tasks per Treatment 

 Data on the time spent on labor intensive tasks from Table 7 is used to determine 

the time saved and plotted on Figure 40. Looking at all the treatments, Treatments 16 

and 17 saved the same amount of time of 1.323 days. Both Treatments involve the 

addition of staff. Whereas looking at the alternatives that only involve technology 

Treatment 10 saves the most time at 1.333 ± 2.848 days. 

 
Figure 42. Baseline vs. Treatment 10 (Time Spent on Labor Intensive Tasks) 

In order to show the difference closely, Figure 41 is a density plot of the time spent 

on labor intensive tasks of the baseline and one with Treatment 10. It can be inferred 
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that the average time spent on labor intensive tasks is decreased by Treatment 10. In 

order to verify the statistical significance of this inference, a two-sample t-test was 

performed. 

H0: µ (Baseline) = µ (Treatment 10) 

HA: µ (Baseline) > µ (Treatment 10) 

Two-sample T for Baseline vs Treatment 10 
Difference = µ (Baseline) - µ (Treatment 10) 
Estimate for difference:  1.264 
95% lower bound for difference:  0.577 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 3.08  P-Value = 0.002 

 

Results show that at 95% CI, there is a statistical significance in the mean of the 

time spent on labor intensive tasks for the Baseline and Treatment 10. At 95% CI, the 

null hypothesis can be rejected and it can be said that the mean time spent on labor 

intensive tasks for the Baseline is greater than the mean time spent on labor intensive 

tasks with Treatment 10. This is evidence to the inference that Treatment 10 was able 

to save time and that it also saved the most time out of all the alternatives. 

 
Figure 43. Proposals that Meet the 4-day OSP Review Period per Alternative 

With the current process, only approximately 31% of proposals meet the OSP 

review period of 4 days. Alternative C has the greatest effect increasing the percentage 
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to 41%. Alternatives A and B both increased it to 40%, whereas Alternative D only 

increased by 4% to 35%. 

 
Figure 44. Proposals that Meet the 4-day OSP Review Period per Treatment 

On this aspect, the most beneficial treatment is Treatment 11, increasing the 

percentage to 44%. It can be noted that Treatments 4, 9 and 10 has decreased the 

proportion by 1%. However, the three treatments have Alternative E, which is the 

Proposal Tracking System, which will allow the GA to review the compliance of the 

proposal at any time. 

However, it can be noted that if the combination of alternatives is chosen to be 

deployed involves Alternative D and if used properly, a 4-day review period is no 

longer necessary. The 4-day review period can be decreased since the OSP GAs will 

be able to review the proposal any time during the preparation.  
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8.2.0 Utility Analysis Results 
In order to further determine and verify the best combination of alternatives to 

implement, utility analysis was performed. First was by looking at the utility of 

saving time, second was looking at the utility of using the time saved on the labor 

intensive tasks by applying it to writing time in the simulation, and finally looking at 

the utility of using the time saved and applying it to the compliance review period of 

the proposal. 

For all three utility analysis, the following were all given scores of four out of 

five: security, reliability, usability and maintainability. This is because the 

deployment methods were observed to have the same scores in those areas. Another 

assumption is that for solicitation matching, it is given either a zero or a one 

depending on whether Alternative F (Opportunity Management) is  a part of the 

treatment. 

8.2.1. Time Saved on Labor Intensive Tasks 

 
Figure 45. Performance Utility Scores (Saved Time) 

Utility analysis results show that Treatment 10 has the highest performance utility 

of 0.666. Treatment 10 includes all the technological alternatives. This shows that 

having all four tech alternatives provides the stakeholders tools that would allow them 

to increase their performance and be more efficient. The next treatment is Treatment 

12, which is also just Alternative F (the opportunity management system). Third best 

performing treatment is Treatment 6, which is Treatment 10 with the addition of OSP 
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GAs. The lowest ranking treatment is Treatment 13 with the utility of 0.334. 

Treatment 13 is just Alternative B which is the addition of a new support group. 
 

 
Figure 46. Overall Utility Scores (Saved Time) 

Using the scores for performance, overall utility shows that the treatment with the 

highest utility score is Treatment 10 at 0.727. Next is Treatment 17 which is 

Treatment 10 with the addition of Alternative B.  

With these results, it can be inferred that adding human assistance will not 

necessarily increase the efficiency in the process. Because of this, a separate utility 

analysis focusing solely on the tech alternatives was performed. 

 
Figure 47. Tech Performance Utility Scores (Saved Time) 

Figure 47 shows that treatments with Alternative F are the ones with the highest 

utility, with Treatment 10 on top.  
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Figure 48. Tech Overall Utility (Time Saved) 

On Figure 48, we can see that Treatment 10 has the highest (0.727) and Treatment 

11 is next, not considering individual alternatives, with the utility of 0.686. Treatment 

11 has Alternatives C and E, which are the Database Management System and the 

Proposal Tracking System.  

If the decision on what combination to implement will be solely based on this 

analysis, Treatment 10 should be implemented and that the system should have a 

Database Management System, Document Management and Collaboration System, 

Proposal Tracking System and Opportunity Management System.  
 

8.2.2. Transfer Time Saved to Quality Related Tasks 
The utility analysis considers the situation when the time saved from labor 

intensive tasks are applied to the writing time or quality related tasks. This analysis 

focuses on the treatments that involve the technical alternatives. 

 
Figure 49. Performance Utility Scores (Quality Tasks) 
The performance attribute utility analysis scores, Figure 49, show that the best 

combination or treatment to implement is Treatment 10. These scores are used for the 

overall utility analysis shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50. Overall Utility Scores (Quality Tasks) 

The overall utility scores, when the time saved is used on writing the technical 

proposal, show that Treatment 10 has the highest utility similar to the previous 

analysis. It is followed by Treatment 12, which is just Alternative F, and Treatment 9 

which has Alternative C, D and E.  

8.2.3. Transfer Time to Compliance 
This utility analysis considers the situation when the time saved on labor intensive 

tasks is used for reviewing the proposal compliance. 

 
Figure 51. Performance Utility Scores (Compliance) 

 
Figure 52. Overall Utility Scores (Compliance) 

Similar to the previous utility analysis, this shows that the best combination is 

Treatment 10. However, the treatment that has the second highest utility is Treatment 

9 which is not the same as the previous ones. Treatment 9 has Alternatives C D and 

E. 

All three utility analysis results show that the best combination of alternatives to 

implement is Treatment 10. Treatment 10 has all the tech alternatives that would 

allow the users to maximize their efficiency: Database Management System, 
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Document Management and Collaboration System, Proposal Tracking System and 

Opportunity Management System. 

8.3.0 Sensitivity Analysis 
For further analysis, sensitivity analysis was performed in order to determine how 

sensitive the decisions are and which other treatments could be considered depending 

on the stakeholders’ priorities. Sensitivity analysis will focus on the two major 

attributes which are performance and compliance. The effects on the decision of the 

changes in weights for these two attributes will be observed. 

8.3.1. Time Saved on Labor Intensive Tasks 

 
Figure 53. Compliance Sensitivity Graph 

 
Figure 54. Performance Sensitivity Graph 

Sensitivity analysis show that for saving time with labor intensive tasks, if the 

weight for compliance increases to greater than or equal to 0.27, the decision changes 
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from Treatment 10 to Treatment 11. On the other hand, if the weight for performance 

decreases to less than or equal to 0.27, the decision changes from Treatment 10 to 

Treatment 11. Treatment 11 has Alternative C and Alternative E, Database 

Management System and Proposal Tracking System.  

8.3.2. Transfer Time Saved to Quality Related Tasks 

 
Figure 55. Compliance Sensitivity Graph 

 
Figure 56. Performance Sensitivity Graph 

Adding the saved time to use for quality related tasks makes the decision more 

sensitive. Increasing the weight of compliance to between 0.3 and 0.6, the decision 

becomes Treatment 7. And increasing it over 0.6 changes the decision to Treatment 

11.  
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8.3.3. Transfer Time to Compliance 

 
Figure 57. Compliance Sensitivity Graph 

 

 
Figure 58. Performance Sensitivity Graph 

The final sensitivity analysis looks at how decisions will change when the saved 

time is used for the compliance review. Both Figures 57 and 58 show that the 

decision is not sensitive and that Treatment 10 will always be the best combination to 

implement. 
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8.4.0 Cost vs. Utility Analysis 
Using the result of the utility analysis, the user cost was compared to the utility. 

Aside from the proposed system two different platforms were also considered in 

deploying the system. Two of which are preexisting off the shelf tools that were not 

specifically designed for the university grant proposal process but can handle some of 

the functionality that have been discussed. The third option is Swiftgrant, to build the 

software from the ground up with its sole purpose being used to streamline the grant 

proposal process. The costs shown are based on product prices for 100 users in a 

university. 

Vendor Annual Cost Alternatives 
C D E F 

Off the shelf product 1 $118,800.00 X  X  
Off the shelf product 2 $70,800.00 X X   
Swiftgrant $192,000.00 X X X X 

 

Off-the-shelf product 1 is a software that is used for modeling and developing 

systems [13]. By combining systems engineering, requirements management, and 

collaboration tools, this web based software is not specifically designed for proposal 

development but has the tools needed to address some of the design alternatives. It 

has the ability to have a Database Management system, and the Tracking System, 

after some modifications to the software. However, the collaboration system that 

currently exists is not what the proposed alternative accomplishes. And for the rest of 

the alternatives to work the system would need extensive modifications. This product 

is represented by Treatment 11. 

Off the shelf product 2 is a software that helps small companies and large 

enterprises designed to help users collaborate effectively while working on proposals 

[14]. Designed for private companies, this product combines document management 

tools with their collaboration system to help companies develop proposals and 

evaluate bids that they submit. This tool would require some alteration to fit the needs 

of a grant proposal development system but it will be able to address two of the 

design alternatives, the Database Management System, and the Document 
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Management and Collaboration System. It does not however support the Proposal 

Tracking System. This product is represented by Treatment 8. 

 
Figure 59. Cost vs Utility 

Figure 59 shows graphically the user cost vs. utility for the three platforms. 

Because of the fact that Swiftgrant can incorporate all four of the tech alternatives it 

receives the highest utility at 0.727.  

This analysis leads to the recommendation that a system that represents Treatment 

10, with the following functionalities: (1) Database management system, (2) 

Document management and collaboration system, (3) Proposal tracking system, and 

(4) Opportunity management system.  
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9.0 Business Case 
The proposed solution to the discussed problems with the grant proposal system is 

the implementation of a streamlined, collaborative university grant proposal system, 

called Swiftgrant. Swiftgrant will be a cloud-based proposal development system that 

will be available for use to both proposal writers as well as assistants to the process 

such as the Office of Sponsored Programs at George Mason University. The system 

will include all four of the technical alternatives that have been discussed; the 

database management system, document management and collaboration system, 

proposal-tracking system, and the opportunity management system. Having all of 

these tech alternatives will maximize the improvements that are possible for the 

system and save the users the most time and money.  

Swiftgrant will be available in three subscription types; Basic, Premium and 

Premium Plus and they will cost $120, $140, $160 per month per user, respectively. 

The following chart breaks down what is included in each subscription type. The 

prices for each subscription were determined using a cost-based pricing model. 

 Basic Premium Premium Plus 
Database of 

Proposal 
Requirements 

ü ü ü 

Database of 
Templates ü ü ü 

Document 
Management and 

Repository 
ü ü ü 

Biosketch or CV 
Creator ü ü ü 

Collaboration 
Feature ü ü ü 

Soliciation Matching  ü ü 
Capabilities 

Matching   ü 

 $120/mo/user $140/mo/user $160/mo/user 
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9.1.0 Market Analysis 
Through conducted research we identified that there are approximately 200 tier 

one-research universities in the country [15]. Assuming 100 SwiftGrant users per 

university, to include proposal writers and compliance auditors, using the Premium 

Plus package this equates to a total market value of $3,200,000 per month and 

$38,400,000 per year. An analysis has been done to see how Swiftgrant would fare 

given various levels of market share and penetration levels. The following tables 

show a pessimistic level, target level, and optimistic level for market share in year 

five and for yearly market penetration rate to show the potential revenue that is 

possible. 

5th Year Market Share 
5% $1,920,000 

8.5% $3,264,000 
10% $3,840,000 

 

Market Penetration Est. Addt'l Annual 
Revenue 

1% $384,000 
2% $768,000 

2.50% $960,000 
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9.2.0 Revenue Projections 

 
This chart shows the optimistic case for revenue projections for five years. This 

scenario assumes one university in year one, three in year two, five in year three, 

seven in year four, and ten in year five. 

 
This chart shows the pessimistic case for revenue projections for five years. This 

scenario assumes one university in year one, one in year two, two in year three, three 

in year four, and five in year five. 

0 1 2 3 4 5
Basic $- $144,000.0 $576,000.0 $1,296,000 $2,304,000 $3,744,000
Premium $- $168,000.0 $672,000.0 $1,512,000 $2,688,000 $4,368,000
Premium Plus $- $192,000.0 $768,000.0 $1,728,000 $3,072,000 $4,992,000
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Basic $- $144,000.0 $288,000.0 $576,000.0 $1,008,000 $1,728,000
Premium $- $168,000.0 $336,000.0 $672,000.0 $1,176,000 $2,016,000
Premium Plus $- $192,000.0 $384,000.0 $768,000.0 $1,344,000 $2,304,000
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9.3.0 Return on Investment 

 

Year Return on Investment 
1 0% 
2 0% 
3 0% 
4 0% 
5 357% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Premium Plus and a 1% market penetration 

rate. Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is in year five with 

a return on investment of 357% 
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Year Return on Investment 
1 0% 
2 0% 
3 0% 
4 0% 
5 127% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Premium and a 1% market penetration rate. 

Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is in year five with a 

return on investment of 127% 
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Year Return on Investment 

1 0% 
2 0% 
3 0% 
4 0% 
5 0% 
6 205% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Basic and a 1% market penetration rate. 

Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is not until year six 

with a return on investment of 205% 
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Year Return on Investment 

1 0% 
2 0% 
3 93% 
4 602% 
5 1350% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Premium Plus and a 2% market penetration 

rate. Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is in year three 

with a return on investment of 93% and 1350% by year five. 
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Year Return on Investment 

1 0% 
2 0% 
3 66% 
4 529% 
5 1217% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Premium and a 2% market penetration rate. 

Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is in year three with a 

return on investment of 66% and 1217% by year five. 
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Year Return on Investment 

1 0% 
2 0% 
3 0% 
4 282% 
5 820% 

This chart and associated table show the cumulative cost, revenue and profit for 

Swiftgrant assuming all subscriptions are Basic and a 2% market penetration rate. 

Under these assumptions the break-even point for the product is in year four with a 

return on investment of 282% and 820% by year five. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.4.0 Venture Pitch 
Based on the above analysis of the need for a system to improve the grant 
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recommended that SwiftGrant be funded and implemented. An initial investment of 

$272,000 will be needed to get SwiftGrant developed, marketed and deployed. That 

cost is broken down in the following table. 

Initial Build Cost 
Rent $60,000.00 
Licenses & Fees $3,000.00 
Testing $10,000.00 
Legal and Consulting Fees $6,000.00 
Equipment & Supplies $10,000.00 
Research and Dev $90,000.00 
Programming $108,000.00 
Consultants $15,000.00 
Advertising $30,000.00 
Total Initial Cost $272,000.00 

 

 The system will save approximately 1.33 days per proposal, which will reduce 

the amount of money invested by approximately $245,000 annually. It will also 

reduce the amount of time required by the OSP to review at the end since they will be 

involved and collaborating with the proposal writers throughout the writing process. 

The annual cost for one university with 100 users on the premium plus option will be 

$192,000 compared with the approximately $410,000 in investment savings this 

results in over $215,000 saved per year for the university using Swiftgrant. With an 

initial investment of $272,000 the break-even point for this product will be in year 

five with a return on investment of 357% and a profit of $969,945.40. 
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10.0 Conclusion and Recommendations 
After a thorough analysis of the current proposal process at George Mason 

University, it has been concluded that there is an inefficient use of time. There is a 

significant amount of time spent on labor intensive tasks, this time could be used by 

the proposal writers to focus on writing the technical parts of the proposal. These 

inefficiencies could be improved by the introduction of an automated system which 

will be used as a tool by the PIs and the OSP. This will allow the users to eliminate 

unnecessary iterations and idle time, reuse materials and easily update them. Through 

this automated system, the users will save the PIs time invested or use that investment 

to focus on writing a better proposal that will allow them to have a higher chance of 

winning grants. This proposed system is Swiftgrant. 

Based on research and analysis, there are several different factors that contribute 

to the probability of win. This study focused on the initial parts and foundation of the 

proposal, those that require tedious iterations, and how to improve them and get past 

the automated proposal submission systems. For further studies in the topic, it is 

recommended to look at how the time investments relate to the chances of a higher 

probability of win or how to improving the team building process will influence the 

probability of winning grants.  
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11.0 PROJECT PLAN 
11.1.0 Project Schedule 

The project of designing the proposal development process was estimated to have 

a duration of approximately 9 months. This schedule includes the context and 

stakeholder analysis, requirements development, design of the concept of operations, 

process modeling, simulations and analysis, and the development of the system. The 

longest part of the project is the requirements elicitation, then the system 

development which has a duration of approximately 35 and 30 days, approximately. 

The team is also expected to develop more requirements as the system is being design 

in the concept of operations.  

11.1.1. Work Breakdown Structure 

The project was divided into five major parts: (1) Requirements Elicitation; (2) 

Systems Design Development; (3) System Development; (3) System Simulation; (4) 

Utility Analysis and (5) Documentation.  

 
The Requirements Elicitation phase of the project involves the analysis of the 

context, stakeholder and the process. Through this, a problem statement and a system 

need statement is established. And with the information from these previous tasks, the 
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team generates requirements for the system. These requirements involve the top level 

requirement which is then decomposed to mission, functional, design and simulation 

requirements. A method that the team is using to establish these requirements is by 

developing use cases. 

The phase of the project that takes care of the Systems Design and Development 

involves the design of the functional architecture of the Proposal Development 

System itself, modeling the process, determining the assumptions and parameters and 

the initial simulation. 

System simulation of different system scenarios occur after simulating the current 

proposal process system. Developing the analytical method to determine or estimate 

the probability of win may occur during the same period that the simulations are 

done. After these two phases are finished, further analysis of the integration of both 

will be conducted. 

One side goal of the project is to develop wire frames and a prototype of the 

system that could be tested before it is deployed. The system is going to be developed 

with the help of SPEC Innovations. The team will be working with SPEC Innovations 

to ensure that the requirements for the system are fulfilled.  

11.1.2. Project Critical Path 
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The project schedule was created using OmniGroup’s OmniPlan. All the 

foreseeable tasks, general phases in developing the project and their respective 

expected duration period were entered. The tool generated a Gantt Chart, which 

highlights the critical path of the project. All major phases of the project are 

considered part of the critical path (WBS items 1.5.1,1.5.3, 2.2, 3.0, 4.3 and 5.0). 

These are the tasks that are dependent on the simulation. In order to make sure the 

critical path is handled properly, a risk mitigation plan was created. 

 
Another scheduling strategy the team put in place is the preparation for major 

deliverables. For each deliverable, for example the Preliminary Proposal Report, a 

Gantt Chart item is created with an assigned duration. This allows the team to 

determine which major parts of the reports are still in progress or needs to be worked 

on before the deadline. 

 
Over the winter break, the team is expected and scheduled to work, the work will 

be validating and revising certain parts that could be revised like the Context 

Analysis, Stakeholder Analysis and other items that have already been established. 

11.1.3. Scheduling Constraint 

The project schedule was constrained by the individual schedules of the team 

members. The project schedule was designed to accommodate the varying schedules 

by implementing a seven-day work week, and 24-hour work days. However, this does 

not mean that each member is expected to work 24/7, this just allows the members to 

work around their own schedules and at the same time meet the required deadlines for 

each task. In line with this, the team is scheduled to meet at least twice per week 

which is allotted for project discussions and updates on the progress of the project. 
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11.2.0 Budget and Cost 
The total planned budget for project is $102,000. This covers the requirements 

elicitation, simulation, design and development of the system as well as the 

documentations and preparations for anticipated events in the first quarter of 2016. 

The planned budget consists of labor. Each member of the team is given an hourly 

rate of $45.00, this amount is based on the average annual salary of junior systems 

engineers in the field including overhead rate of 1.8. 

11.3.0 Monitoring and Control 
In order to monitor the progress of the project, the Earned Value Method is used. 

Using the established project budget and the planned accomplishment of tasks, the 

project status can be determined by comparing the actual progress to the planned. 

Adjustments in the project can then be made based on the earned value results. 

  
Figure 60. Project Monitoring 
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Figure 60, shows the progress of the team for the whole project. The team was 

under budget and was below planned value for a few weeks but was able to catch up 

towards the end of the project. 
 

 
Figure 61. Performance Index 

Figure 61, on the other hand, shows how the team is doing in terms of 

performance. The project was on schedule initially and there were some setbacks but 

was able to catch up and still remained under budget.   

11.4.0 Risk Management 
11.4.1. Risk Analysis 

Risk Severity 
(S) 

Likelihood 
(L 

Detection 
(D) RPN 

Failure to identify requirement 6 5 4 120 
Inability to verify requirements due to 
lack of quantitative data 

3 7 1 21 

Failure to identify sub process of 
overall process 

6 5 4 120 

Incorrect simulation assumptions 4 7 2 56 
Delay in simulation development 8 7 4 224 
Inconsistent simulation results 3 7 2 42 
Insufficient data to calculate weights 4 6 3 72 
Delay in model development and 
Analysis 

8 7 3 168 
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Severity (S) – Severity of each risk, 1 represents no effect and 10 represents sever risk to the 
project 
Likelihood (L) – Likelihood of the risk occurring, 1 indicates that it is almost impossible to occur 
and 10 indicate almost certainty to occur 
Detection (D) – The ability of the risk to be detected, 1 indicates that the risk is sure to be 
detected and 10 indicates it will almost certainly not be detected 
Risk Priority Number (RPN) – Multiply S, L and D 
 

11.4.2. Risk Mitigation Plan 

Critical Task Foreseeable Risks Mitigation Routes 
1.5.1 Mission 
Requirements 
1.5.3 Simulation 
Requirements 

1a. Failure to identify 
requirement 
1b. Inability to verify 
requirements due to lack of 
quantitative data 

2a. Thoroughly break down 
process and identify all 
requirements 
2b. Conduct sufficient 
simulation runs to collect 
enough data to verify 
requirements 

2.2. Simulation Model and 
Parameters 

2a. Failure to identify sub 
process of overall process 
2b. Incorrect simulation 
assumptions 

3a. Thoroughly break down 
process and identify all sub 
processes 
3b. Conduct initial 
simulation run and make 
adjustments on assumptions 
to match real world process. 

3.0 System Simulation 3a. Delay is simulation 
development 
3b. Inconsistent simulation 
results 

4a. Start simulation 
development early in design 
process to allow slack time 
for delays. 
4b. Constant verification 
and analysis on inputs, 
parameters and outputs to 
ensure that data used 
represents context of 
system. 
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